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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
Radec Forest Solutions Inc was contracted under the Forest Investment Account 

project #6407005 to complete a Routine Effectiveness Evaluation (REE) of Silver Creek 

2001 deactivation project.  The effectiveness review was completed on the 15.2 

kilometers of deactivated road and also included the review of an existing bridge, 

slide activity within the drainage.  The field review was completed in March of 2006 in 

conjunction with a riparian Routine Effectiveness Evaluation of Silver Creek. 

 

1.1 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 
 
This project will provide a follow-up of the 2003 Routine Effectiveness Evaluation for 

the Silver Creek 2001 deactivation activities and includes the following: 

1. Follow-up Routine Effectiveness Evaluation of the 2003 assessment, 

2. Develop a prescription for the remediation of the Slides outlined in the 2003 

Routine Effectiveness Evaluation, 

3. Develop a prescription for the removal bridge structures located at ∆ 1+980 

TU1000. 

The Routine Effectiveness Evaluation is a low intensity assessment that will rely on the 

visuals observations and the use of photographs to provide feedback on the existing 

deactivation conditions.   

 

2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
The Silver Creek drainage is located 12 kilometers north of Prince Rupert in Laurier 

Cove.  The drainage was developed in the 1980’s with the construction of a system of 

roads to develop the on-site timber.  After this development, no further operations 

have occurred beyond the bridge locations.  Watershed restoration was completed in 

2001; but no maintenance has occurred to the bridge since active operations where 

completed. 
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3.0 ROAD DEACTIVATION 
 
The drainage was deactivated under the Watershed Restoration Project (WRP) from 

June 27th to August 15th, 2001.  The original prescription was completed by 

Shelterwood Forest Management in 1996 and was updated by Blix Consulting prior to 

the deactivation of the site.  In 2003, a routine effectiveness evaluation was 

completed by Madrone Environmental Services Ltd and this site review was the basis 

for the present site review.  The review included the following roads: 

Table 1.  Roads included in the field review 

Road Station Length  

  POC POT    

TU1000 0+000 2+581 2,581  

TU1100 0+000 1+950 1,950  

TU1101 0+000 3+770 3,770  

TU1101-01 0+000 1+028 1,028  

TU1101-02 0+000 0+242 242  

TU1101-04 0+000 0+428 428  

TU1102 0+000 5+010 5,010  

TU1102-05 0+000 0+206 206  

   15,215  
 

4.0 RESULTS 
 

The field review occurred on all roads as listed in the above Table 1.  The REE 

assessment and traverse commenced at the end of the road and traveled towards 

roads’ point of commencement.  This format was part of the original assessment and 

carried forward in this REE assessment.  Therefore, all stations in this report are listed 

in this format.  

 

The field assessment was completed in March, 2006 and there was snow cover within 

the drainage.  The snow cover was the greatest at the high elevation roads such as 

TU1102 - ∆0+000.  The level of snow did not affect the review however; some areas 

have limited site information. 
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4.1 Road Failures Resulting from Deactivation Work 
 
The REE assessment has shown that the 2001 deactivation works was effective with no 

significant failures with the exception of one area.  The most evident damage to the 

roads is the presence of water on the running surface causing minor sedimentation, 

but no significant damage.  See photo 1. TU1100 water damage.  This is an example of 

the water damage on the road surface.   

 

 

Photo 1.  TU1100 water damage 

 

The only significant failure resulting from the deactivation work is located on TU1101 

at ∆ 3+423.  A cross ditch failed and resulted in the initiation of a slide (See Photo 2. 

Slide on TU1101 ∆3+423 - Cross Ditch Failure).  The slide traveled downslope reaching 

Silver Creek approximately 50 meters away.  At the time of review there was no 

sediment within the creek, however at the time of occurrence it is expected there was 

high levels of sedimentation.  The deactivation of a cross ditch was prescribed on this 

site; however there were large road fills as part of the road construction.  This fill was 

not removed at the time of deactivation and the introduction of water to the site 

created the failure.  The site has no remediation prescribed; the cost of access to the 

site makes any remediation uneconomical.     
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Photo 2.  Slide on TU1101 ∆3+423-Cross Ditch Failure 

 

    

4.2 Road Failures due to the lack of Deactivation Work 
 

As a result of the lack of deactivation there was failure located on TU1102 at ∆ 3+100.  

The entire drainage was developed in the 1980’s and it is evident from the site review 

that large fill zones and side casting was completed along moderate side slopes (40%).  

These zones have a higher risk of failure as heavy water flows gets introduced onto the 

site.  See Photo 3. Road Failure TU1102 ∆ 3+100.    There are approximately 75 meters 

along this section of road that should have been pulled back to reduce the risk of 

failure.  Photo 4 illustrates the failure below the road; the large fill is placed on the 

slope and being supported by roots.  It is impossible to predict the continuation of this 

type of failure; however with the re-establishment of the adjacent stand, the 

likelihood is greatly reduced.  Additional grass seed is recommended on this site to 

further stabilize the soils. 
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   Photo 3.  Road Failure TU 1102 ∆ 3+100 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      
 
 
 
 
 

     Photo 4.  Road Failure – View from below the road 
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4.3 Road Failures not related to Deactivation Work 
 

The Routine Effectiveness Evaluation assessment located seven (7) incidents that 

occurred and is not related to the deactivation work of 2001.  The first and second 

incidents are cutslope failures and are located on TU1101-01 at ∆0+440 and ∆0+700.  

See Photo 6.  TU1101-01 Cutslope Failure.  The initiation of these sites occurred above 

the cutslope and is not a result of the road deactivation.  However, the failure is a 

result of the harvesting of the site and no deactivation assessment could anticipate 

the need for site stabilization.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Photo 6.  Cutslope Failure 

 

The third significant failure resulted from the road construction, but occurred prior to 

the deactivation work.  The slide is located on TU1101-04 ∆0+200.  This failure is a 

slide that initiated at the road and traveled downslope into Silver Creek.  This site was 

prescribed pull back and seeding to stabilize the slide.  The upper portion of the slide 

was stabilized with the deactivation work (See Photo 7 TU1101-04 slide); however the 

slide is still active and material is still flowing into Silver Creek.  No further 

remediation is warranted on this site.   
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      Photo 7.  TU1101-04 slide 

 

 

The fourth (4th) incident is located at TU1102 at ∆3+548; a cutslope failure.  The road 

along this section has a moderate side slope with large back walls that are being 

weathered.  Due to the introduction of water the cutslope is failing and pushing 

material onto the road and if overloaded the road has failed and moving material 

downslope another 30 meters.  See Photo 8 and Photo 9 – TU1102 cutslope failure.  

Cutslope material has moved onto the road and created a road failure.   Photo 10.  

Cutslope failure on TU1102 illustrates the extent of this failure zone.  An estimated 

100 meters along TU 1102 that will continue to fail as the cutslope angle reposes and 

stabilizes the bank.  This site is recommended to have grass seed added to the slopes 

to aid in the stabilization of the soils. 
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   Photo 8.  TU1102 cutslope failure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Photo 9. TU1102 cutslope failure 
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  Photo 10.  TU1102 cutslope failure 

 

 

The fifth (5th) incident is located on TU1100 ∆ 3+835 with an upslope failure.  Within 

an old cutblock an upslope failure within a creek carried material downslope and 

blocked the ditch line and also deposited some material on the road.  Only minor 

deposition on the road, however the stream was re-routed onto the road and a new 

channel was created.  The stream travels for 30 meters on the road prism until it 

reaches the downslope cross ditch and returns to its original stream channel.  On-site 

there is well established alder cover in excess of 3 meters in height.  No remediation 

work is prescribed.  
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 Photo 11.  Ditch blockage on TU1100 

 

 

 

The sixth (6th) and seventh (7th) incidents of instability are large slides that initiated 

along the upper slope of the old cutblocks after 2001 deactivation activities.  These 

incidents are not related to the road construction or any deactivation activities.  The  

East slide started within the old cutblock and traveled downslope stopping below 

TU1101.  Large amount of material was deposited as it traveled downslope and 

removed all soil material leaving exposed bedrock.  See Photo 12.  East Slide.  The 

slide is only regenerating along the lower slopes and has little potential benefit from 

external seedling sources.  No remediation is prescribed. 
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  Photo 12.  East side slide 
 
 
The West Slide also initiated along the upper slope of the cutblock and traveled 

downslope to reach Silver Creek.  The slide removed large amount of material and 

deposited it within the stream.  The slide crossed TU1101 and TU1101-02 moving all 

road material down into the stream.  See Photo 13. West Side Photo.  This slide did 

not removal all soil material and there is Alder regenerating on the slide.  However, 

along the upper slope there appears to be instable and at risk of re-occurring.  There 

is no remediation work prescribed for this slide. 
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   Photo 13.  West Side slide 
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The Silver Creek deactivation works of 2001 have been successful and is completing its 

mandate with only a few exceptions.  Overall, there are no concerns that need to be 

addressed with further actions.  The exception is the bridge located at ∆ 1+950 on TU 

1000; the recommendation for this structure is outlined in Section 5.1 of this report.   

 

5.1 Bridge Recommendation 
 
The on-site evaluation of the bridge has recommended the removal of the structures.  

All three (3) structures that make up the bridge have signs of failure; the first section 

has already partially collapsed and will continue if the structure is not removed.  The 

collapsing bridge is impacting the water flow and stream habitat.  As discussed in the 

riparian routine effectiveness evaluation the bridge has impacted the existing habitat 

structures (constructed in 2001) and will continue to erode these structures.  

Therefore, to stop any further erosion of the stream habitat structures and the 

completed failure of the bridge; the structure is recommended to be removed.  To 

facilitate the removal of the bridge, a Professional Engineer was consulted to provide 

an opinion.  McElhanney Consulting Services was contracted to state their 

recommendation for removal based on the on-site review and input from the 

Registered Professional Forester, Bill Crocker and the Registered Professional 

Biologists, Steve Jennings.  

 

The attached prescription provides an outline of a plan to remove the structure and 

stabilize the creek.  The prescription removes the structures, stabilizes the stream, 

and protects down stream values of Silver Creek.  Cost of this operation is also 

included in the prescription.  The proposed costs of completing this type of operations 

was a factor used to design the prescription. 
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5.2 Remediation Measures 

 
The 2003 Routine Effectiveness Evaluation recommended the development of a 

prescription to treat the active landslides.  Since the initial evaluation, the landslides 

as outlined in the 2003 report have regenerated with Alder and grasses.  The 

additional application of grass seed and fertilizer is not warranted at this time.  

Therefore, it is my recommendation not to complete seeding of the sites.  The only 

sites that should be seeded are the road failure along TU 1102 ∆ 3+300 and  

∆ 3+100.  There is an active cutslope failure and fill slope failure would benefit from 

seeding of this area.   

 

Silver Creek is permanently deactivated and has limited road access to facilitate the 

seeding and fertilization of the slides.  There is no ground access for 4x4 or ATV with 

the state of the existing roads; bridge removal, pull back and active slides has 

eliminated this option.  Therefore, a helicopter application is the only option for this 

prescription.  A helicopter seedling program will be an expensive venture with 

mobilization of the staging area, seed and fertilizer product, and helicopter time.  

These costs are expected to exceed $10,000 for this application.  The costs of this 

type of operation and limited benefit from seeding at this time provides the rationale 

for not completing the 2003 recommendations and one of the deliverables for this 

2006 project.  

 

However, the recommendations under this report are limited to two (2) sites.  The 

application of grass seeding in these areas can be completed manually.  A two person 

crew with hand spreaders can apply the seed to these areas.  Costs will be a 

helicopter for 0.5 hours and a two (2) crew for one (1) day.  This can obtain the results 

recommended and be completed with minimal costs.  Costs will be approximately 

$1,200 to complete the application. 
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5.2 Treatment Improvements 
 
The Silver Creek has no significant failures as a result of the treatments prescribed in 

2001.  However, a single item that was evident and also discussed in the 2003 Routine 

Effectiveness Evaluation is the partial pull back of material to ensure ATV access.  

Presently, there is no ATV access due to bridge removal and slide activity has blocked 

sections of the roads.  The decision to provide ATV access has also increased the risk 

of road failure due to the large fills that were part of the road construction practices 

in the 1980’s.  These fills still have significant risk due to the partial pull back.  Future 

treatments with large fills as evident in Silver Creek; should have full pull back of the 

road prism to reduce the risk of slope failure.  
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LOCATION:  

Silver Creek is located 12 kilometers north of Prince Rupert within Tuck Inlet.  The site 

must be accessed by barge to provide the needed equipment to complete the bridge 

deactivation.  

 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

The drainage was developed in the 1960’s with the removal of trees along the S1 

stream with a skidder system moving the timber within and adjacent to the stream.  In 

the 1980’s a road system was constructed to develop the drainage.  The development 

of the road included a bridge that is located approximately 2 kilometers from the 

dumpsite.  The bridge structure is a set of 3 spans that crosses the S1 Silver Creek; 

total span length of 33 meters.  The bridges are wooden stringers and wooden cribbing 

substructure. 

 

PRESCRIPTION 

The prescription to remove the bridge was based on an opinion by McElhanney 

Consulting Services as well as input from Registered Professional Biologists Steve 

Jennings of Jennings Fisheries Consultants and Bill Crocker of Radec Forest Solutions 

Inc.; author of this report.  The letter of opinion as well as sketches and photos are 

incorporated into the prescription. 
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DEACTIVATION DETAILS: 

 

1. Placement of large rock to re-construct the existing failure site.  Re-

construction is necessary to access the far side of the bridge. 

2. Brush the site.  Alder is located along the structures. 

3. Strip the fill.  Load out the fill with the gravel truck to a pit located at ∆ 

1+550.  Some hand work maybe necessary to prevent material from entering 

the creek. 

4. Removal of the west span stringers and abutments down to the stream bed.  

Transport the wood to the existing landing site or other suitable location. 

5. Removal of the center span stringers and west side abutments only.  The east 

abutments are to remain in place.  

6. The placement of an armoured training berm across the west span portion of 

the creek.  This will increase the flow into the main channel and minimize the 

water flow along this west channel.  This re-routing is prescribed by the RP Bio 

and will stabilize the creek. 

7. The east side abutments are to stay in place; removal of the sill log, armouring 

and reposing the site to a stable angle.  

8. Large debris pile along the upper portion of the creek is to be partial removed.    

The increased flow of water down the center channel may move some of this 

material; therefore all larger material that is above the stream bed should be 

removed.  Any material embedded within the stream can remain on site. 

9. The east span, stringers and sill logs to be removed.  Abutments to remain, 

armour and repose the site to a stable state.  

 
The rock that is needed to armour the site is expected to be located along the 

TU1000.  There are pits located at ∆ 0+450 and ∆ 0+950 that has some oversized 

material that can be used for this armouring.  No on-site drilling or blasting is 

expected. 
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The final outcome from this prescription will stabilize the creek where the bridge has 

been removed and no further erosion of the down stream riparian structures.  The 

west channel will be blocked to prevent water from de-stabilizing the banks and 

eroding a riparian structure.  The water will be routed into the main channel with the 

possibility of overflow routing into the eastern channel.  The main channel is expected 

to be approximately 15 meters wide and armoured.  There is expected to be some 

sedimentation while completing this deactivation.  Therefore, proper notification and 

applications must be made to the appropriate agencies such as the Department of 

Fisheries and Oceans.  

 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 

• Excavator – Hitachi 370 series or similar size of machine is 

recommended. 

• Gravel Truck – 25 ton off highway 

 

 
 
PRESCRIPTION COSTS 
 
The expected costs for this project are based on some shared costs with Triumph 

Timber.  Triumph Timber has works within Silver Creek and the best economic value 

will be the scheduling of both projects.  This will provide some costs sharing measures 

for this project and Triumph Timber.  Triumph Timber will have to provide access to 

the site; slide activity has blocked TU 1000.  Also the costs are based on the “blue 

book” rates of 2006 for the equipment hourly hire.  The shared costs for these 

projects are expected, but there has not been any costing for Triumph Timber project. 
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 Rate Hours Costs 
    
Permitting, and 
preparation   5,000.00 
    
Mobilization   5,000.00 
    
Travel to site    

Excavator 200 8 1,600.00 
Gravel Truck 130 8 1,040.00 

    
Bridge Removal (as per prescription)  

Excavator 200 50 10,000.00 
Gravel Truck 130 20    2,600.00 

    

De-Mobilization   
at Triumph Timber 
costs 

    

     $ 25,240.00  
 

 



 

 

March 28, 2006 
Radec Forest Solutions 
159 Gull Crescent 
Prince Rupert, BC 
V8J 4G4 
 
Attention: Mr. Bill Crocker, RFP 
 
Dear Bill, 

SILVER CREEK BRIDGE REMOVAL 
 
McElhanney Consulting Services Ltd. (McElhanney) is pleased to submit this report 
which provides recommendations for the removal of an existing log stringer bridge 
located at 2 km on the Silver Creek logging road.   
 
 
1 BACKGROUND 
 

Silver Creek is located within the North Coast Forest District at the north end of 
Prince Rupert harbour.   

 
The log stringer bridge in question is constructed in three spans separated by log 
crib abutments and is located at approximately 2km on the Silver Creek logging 
road.  

 
Based on discussions with Mr. Bill Crocker RFP of Radec Forest Solutions and 
Mr Steve Jennings RPBio  we understand the following about the bridge and its 
immediate vicinity: 
• The area was logged intensively between 1960 - 1990. 
• The logging of the floodplain and skidding of timber down the lower reaches 

of the creek significantly impacted the stream channel through 
channelization, compaction, bank erosion and reduction of in-stream habitat 
complexity. 

• Fish habitat improvement measures were constructed in 2001, under the 
direction of Triton Environmental, and consisted of the construction of 
numerous (22) in-stream structures typically comprised of natural materials 
such as large woody debris and rock located down stream of the bridges in 
question.  

• The 3 span log stringer bridge was constructed in the early stages of this 
logging activity and is now unserviceable and has partially collapsed into the 
creek. 

• There is concern regarding the removal of the log stringer bridges and it be 
done in such a manner that the in-stream configuration of the remains 
(abutments etc) will be stable and not adversely impact the effectiveness of 
the fish habitat improvement measures located downstream of the bridge. 
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2 OBSERVATION AT SITE VISIT 
 

The site was visited on 21st March, 2006, by Mr. Bill Crocker, RPF, of Radec 
Forest Solutions, Mr. Steve Jennings, RPBio, of Jennings Fisheries Consulting 
and Colin Adam PEng of McElhanney, at which time the following observations 
were made. 
• The log bridge is in very poor condition; unfit to support traffic and is 

partially collapsing into the creek. 
• There is a significant build up of log debris against the centre span. 
• At the time of the site, visit the flows were relatively low. The water was 

essentially flowing in a single channel which approached the structure at 
the west span and was deflected across to emerge from under centre 
span.  

• The west channel downstream of the bridge was dry at the time of the 
visit, but exhibited some signs of erosion from higher flows. 

• Mr Crocker & Mr Jennings, who have observed this bridge during higher 
flows, advised that the typical flow distribution between the various spans 
at high flows is typically: west - 20%; centre - 50% and east - 30%. 
 

 
3 DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
The bridge is obviously unfit for service and is beyond the point where it can 
reasonably be repaired.  
 
In its current condition the bridge is an impediment to the creek and causing a 
build up of debris which could lead to greater problems, such as the bridge 
washing out under high flow conditions and the bridge materials being 
transported downstream. 
 
It is understood that this bridge is no longer required for forestry operations and 
therefore should be removed. Considerations for the removal of all three spans of 
the bridge include: 
  
• The gravel decks must be removed in a careful manner to avoid debris and 

sediment entering the creek. It should be anticipated that this cannot be 
achieved by machine work alone and will require a considerable amount of 
hand work.  

• The gravel decks, stringers and other bridge materials must be disposed of 
in a manner and at a suitable location which is stable and will prevent the 
materials re-entering the creek. 

• The abutment between the centre span and the west span is too narrow to 
be stabilised and remain in place, therefore it is recommended that it is 
removed entirely down to the creek bed elevation.  

• The abutment between the centre and east spans is considerably larger 
(11m) and currently contributes to training the creek into the existing well 
established centre channel where the fish enhancement structures are 
located. We therefore recommend that this abutment remains in place with the 
same general footprint as currently exists. To ensure this is stable, we 
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recommend that it is deconstructed to remove the sill logs, battered back to a 
stable angle and stabilised with riprap around the perimeter.  

• The sill logs from the east abutment of the east span should also be 
removed and rip rap installed to allow this opening be function in a manner 
similar to it’s current condition.  

 
One remaining concern with this site after the removal of the three existing spans and 
the narrow abutment between the west and centre span is the possibility of increased 
flows going down the west channel. This is currently a minor channel, showing signs of 
significant erosion with a curving meander away from the main channel. If this channel 
carries significant additional flows it is possible that the erosion will worsen and the 
transported bed load coupled with the meandering alignment could result in destabilising 
and realignment of the existing creek downstream which could have a negative impact of 
the effectiveness of the existing fish habitat enhancement structures.  
 
To minimise this risk, we recommend that a small armoured training berm is constructed 
across part of the entrance to the existing west span. The loss of channel width created 
by this berm would be offset by increased channel width created by the removal of the 
small abutment between the west and centre spans recommended above.  
 
The volume of large woody debris which has accumulated against the centre span is 
significant and could create a negative impact to the fish enhancement structures  
downstream if it is left in place after the bridge has been removed. We therefore 
recommend that the majority of this is removed, but to avoid disturbing the existing creek 
bed, we recommend that only elements which are not currently in contact with the 
stream bed are removed. This may require cutting of some elements which are 
embedded in the creek at one end, but projecting into the debris pile at the other end.  
 
Sketches have been prepared to accompany this report which indicate the site in it’s 
current condition and after the bridges have been removed. 
 
If you have any questions please feel free to contact the undersigned at (250) 635 7163. 
 
Yours truly, 

 
Colin Adam P.Eng. 
Branch Manager. 
 
Enclosures: 
Photos 
Skecthes of the site in current condition and after removal of bridge 



 
Silver Creek - Aerial View 

West (dry) channel can be seen emerging from west span 
 

 
Silver Creek - West span, upstream 
Debris against centre span on left 



 
Silver Creek – Centre pan, upstream 

Debris in foreground, low flow going towards east span 
 

 
Silver Creek – East span 
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